
Component Specs
Bixby Views Design Guide



Available Text Styles
These text styles are available on mobile. The default text color is white (HEF#FAFAFA), which looks best on Bixby's dark-blue 
background. A selection of text colors are available for specific use cases.

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.single-line.text.style


Valid Colored Text

Blue (HEX #0997FF), Green (HEX #00DA4D), Amber (HEX # FFA300) , Red (HEX #FF4610)  

- Price change for a stock market value using “Traffic 

signal” red-green

- Transit arrival value

- Any ranges (“traffic signal” or “Cold Hot”)

Colored text is available to capsule developers (set per capsule), but ONLY to show contrast 
between values. Capsule developers must follow this guideline, as it will be restricted in the 
Marketplace.

*Colored text is available within single-line  components

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.single-line.text.color


Paragraph

A paragraph  is used when there are more than 2 lines in a sentence. Available text styles: Title and Detail 

Mobile:
Alignment: Default Left

left, center, and right alignment are available when paragraph  is placed in title-area
Line max: 
● 1 line if both slot 2 and 3 are used for title-area
● 2 lines if one of slot 2 or 3 are used for title-area
● 3 lines when in compound-card  

Watch:
Alignment: Always Center
Line max:
● 2 line if both slot 2 and 3 are used for title-area
● 4 lines if one of slot 2 or 3 is used for title-area
● 3 lines when in compound-card  

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.paragraph


Paragraph Example

If you use a paragraph in a 
section, all text renders in 
Bixby Views.

If you use a paragraph in a 
compound-card, just the first three 
lines display.

If you use a paragraph in a 
title-area, then left, center, and 
right alignments are available. 
Users see just the first 2 lines in Slot 2.



Single Line

The single-line  component displays text, images, and spacers in one row. It has the following functionalities:
- Display image next to text in one row.

For instance, [images + text], [text + image] 
- Allows colored text
- Text in single-line can have different sizes

For instance [text style A + text style B]
- If text is longer than one line, it will get truncated.
- Default alignment : Left (Mobile), Center (Watch) 

Alignment is determined by parent 

Children 

- Text 
- Image
- Spacer (12 px)

Parents 

- Title Area 
- Compound Card
- hbox/vbox
- Partition
- Section

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.single-line


Available single-line  Text Styles and Image Sizes

Image height = line height



Title Area

The title-area  is a preset for titled content, with supplemental information organized in a 3 Slots system. All Title and 
Detail text styles are available to use for all Slots.

Slot 1:
Required to fill in text in slot 1. 
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines
*single-line  available

Slot 2:
Option to fill in text
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines
*single-line , paragraph  available

Slot 3: 
Option to fill in text
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines
*single-line , paragraph  available

Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.title-area


Alignment Options for Mobile:
Left, Center and Right 

Line limitation for Mobile:

1 line if paragraph is in both slot 2 and 3 2 lines if paragraph is in one of slot 2 or 3 

Title Area Variations



Example variations:  single-line , paragraph  and title-area  

Paragraph in section
font style:  Title S 

Paragraph

single-line

title-area

Title-area:
nested paragraph 
in Slot 2



Cell Area

The cell-area  component has three slots in a horizontal layout. Slot 1 for image, Slot 2 for text, Slot 3 for label or icon.

Slot 1:
Available image shapes: squares, circles
Available file extensions: .jpeg, .png, .svg

Slot 2:
Available text styles: Primary and Secondary. 
Available text sizes: 19px (Primary)  and 14px (Secondary).
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 3 lines
Primary and Secondary text placement can be swapped. 

Slot 3: 
Available text styles: Detail M/L
Max text lines: 1 line
Available file extension: .jpeg, .png, .svg



Cell Area Slots Variations

Use only Slot 2 Use Slot 2 and Slot 3 Use Slot 1 , 2 and 3



Card Components = Selectable Area 

All card components require a touch event to show another View. 



Compound Card

A compound-card  requires touch events. You only can use the compound-card  when it takes the user to a new Bixby 
View for more information.

Compound cards are used for custom layouts that can’t be found from our pre-made cards, such as image card, 
thumbnail card, cell card and text card.

If our pre-made cards don’t work for your product, compound cards allow for the creation of custom card layouts with an 
array of child component options.

 

This is sample of compound card background. To complete 
your own custom card, you need to add child components.

8% opacity of #FAFAFA( Mobile, FH)
15% opacity of #FAFA( Watch)
10% opacity of #FFFFFF( TV)

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.compound-card


To complete the custom compound card, you can use the following child components. 

- Single Line
- Paragraph
- Title area
- Hbox/Vbox
- Image List
- Image
- Divider



Compound Card Examples

Compound-card + title-area 
+image-list

Compound-card + hbox + vbox + 
single-line

Compound-card + paragraph

Compound-card + single-line + 
paragraph

Compound-card + single-line + 
paragraph



The title-card  is a pre-made card for simple text. Available to use 3 Slots in a card. Slot 1 is required to fill in text. All 
Title and Detail styles are available to use for all Slots.

Slot 1
Required to fill in text in slot 1. 
Max text lines: Mobile- 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines

Slot 2, Slot 3
Option to fill in text
Max text lines

Mobile: 2 lines

Watch: 4 lines

Title Card

Title, Detail, Single-line

Title, Detail, Single-line, 
Paragraph 
Title, Detail, Single-line, 
Paragraph 

Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3

Available text styles and child component 

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.title-card


Title Card Examples

Slot 1: Title M
Slot 2: paragraph
Slot 3: single line [icon + text]

Title M in slot 1 for Selection in 
Input Moment

*If you use single line in slot 3, paragraph shows only first line in slot 2
*If you don’t use slot 3,  paragraph shows 2 lines in slot 2

Slot 1: Title M
Slot 2: paragraph

Variation of the selection
1. Add supplemental information 
in slot 2
2. Add label information  in slot 1



Thumbnail Card

The thumbnail-card  is another premade card that contains a small image and a title-area . Available in 7 ratios. 
Auto highlight  available in Result moment. Each slot has line limitations.

Slot 1:
Required to fill in text in slot 1. 
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines

Slot 2:
Option to fill in text
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 3 lines

Slot 3: 
Option to fill in text
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 3 lines Thumbnail image option : left or right

Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.thumbnail-card


Thumbnail Card Variations

4:31:1 16:9 21:99:169:21 3:4

Thumbnail image ratio options

Thumbnail image option : left or right

Thumbnail image alignment : Top



Image Card

text belowtext overlay

Title, Detail, Single-line

Title, Detail, Single-line, 
Paragraph 
Title, Detail, Single-line, 
Paragraph 

An image-card contains a title-area and an image. There are 7 image size options (see options on the next page). 
Available to use 3 Slots in a title-area. All Title and Detail styles are available to use for all Slots.

Slot 1
Required to fill in text in slot 1. 
Max text lines: Mobile - 2 lines

 Watch - 4 lines

Slot 2, Slot 3
Option to fill in text
Max text lines : Mobile - 2 lines

Watch: 4 lines

Available image extension : PNG or JPG

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.image-card


21:9
text below

Image Card Variations

16:9

text overlay

4:3

1:1

3:4

9:16

9:21



Image object-fit : Contain Image object-fit  : Cover



Image object-position



Map Card 

A map-card  is similar to an image card, however they display a summary of locations on a static map. You can add 
markers on the map to indicate points of interest. The map pin has the option to be customized with a custom image.  

Available text style in map
default text (19px)
Possible values:
- label (14px)
- x-small (19px)
- small (22px)
- medium (28px)
- large (34px)
- x-large (48px)
- xx-large (67px)

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.map-card


21:9

Map Card Variations

16:9 4:3 1:1



Cell Card

A cell-card  is a preset for a cell-area  nested in a compound-card . Cell cards are used for lists when the result 
contains simple text or an image that contains supplemental information, such as an avatar image or icon. Slots 1 and 3 
are optional. In the absence of slot 1 or 3, then slot 2 grows to fill the remaining width. 

Children Moments 

- none - Result Moment (all)
- Input Moment(Selection)
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- Section (Line limit 1line)

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.cell-card


Cell Card Slots Variations

Use only Slot 2 Use Slot 2 and Slot 3 Use Slot 1 , 2 and 3



Input Cell

An input-cell  displays user input information. If a user selects this input cell, the input information can be updated 
with an input prompt. Input cells come in two variations: full and split for Mobile and Family Hub. Watch and TV are only 
available with full. Input cell text styles are not customizable.

Children Moments 

- None - Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- Section

*Mobile input-cell (full + split)

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.input-cell


Understanding Highlights



Highlights
The highlights  key is our system’s functionality such that the CP or developer can add highlighted results in a list. As a 
designer, you are not able to change the font size, font color, add images or icons with the highlighted text.

Mobile : Font size 16, left top of any card. 

*Apply shadow #0000 40%, Blur 2 on image

Compound cardThumbnail cardimage card title card

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/result-view.render.list-of.highlights


Images 



Images

Available image files : JPG, PNG, GIF, SVG. 
Image object fit : contain / cover
Object position : left, center, right

Children Moments  

- None - Results Moment (all)
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- Thumbnail Card*
- Compound Card

4:31:1 16:9 21:99:169:21 3:4



Image List

An image-list  is a list of images, of which the user can horizontally scroll through. If users have more than 9 images, 
the "See All" slot will render at the end of the image list. If you add it to a compound card, the image list displays the first 
three images. 

Children Moments 

- None - Result Moment (Single)
- Confirmation

Parents 

- Section
- Compound-Card

Image List Mobile 

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.image-list


The image-list  is groups of image tiles that scroll together in the same horizontal 

plane. Tapping on an image shows the full image.

Light-boxGallery view

Image List Behavior 



Image Carousel 

An image-carousel  can be used to dive further into points of interests, entertainment content, or events. Users can 
swipe horizontally through and click on an image to open the image in fullscreen Lightbox mode. The image carousel has 
a fixed ratio and the maximum number of images is 9, otherwise the last image will render with ‘see-more’ and the user 
can view all images in lightbox mode. 

Children Moments 

- None - Result Moment (Single)
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- Section

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.image-carousel


Swipe horizontally through images. Only the first 9 images will be shown. 

At the 10th image, a “See all” label is shown and the user will be taken into the gallery view.

Gallery view

Image Carousel Behavior

Light-box



Other Layout Components



Divider

A divider  line is used to create a separation between text or components in a section or compound card. If you specify 
multiple dividers in a row, they merge into a single divider. Width is variable but the spec is the same across devices. 

Children Moments 

- none - Result Moment
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- Section
- Compound Card

Stroke : 1px 
Color : #FAFAFA 
Opacity : 12%

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.divider


Divider example

Minimize divider use, especially at the top of a list and at the end of a list.



Hbox/Vbox

The hbox component spans the width of the screen, and its only child is vbox. The vbox is a vertical box that flexes in 
width based on content and/or fills the available space in an hbox. It has 3 alignment options: start, center, and end. It's 
recommended that you should not have more than seven vbox elements nested in hbox. When designing for watch, it is 
recommended to have no more than 3. The hbox and vbox components are flexible layout containers, and as such, have 
no defined specs. There is no inherent restructuring across devices; rather, it is simply scaled respectively. In case of 
overflow, text is truncated with ellipsis (if left align). Images and all other alignment for text will be clipped. Developers 
cannot define priority of content. The horizontal spacing between vbox is the same as a spacer.

Vbox Children Moments 

- Text
- Single Line

- Result Moment (All)
- Confirmation Moment
- Input Moment (Selection)

Hbox Parents 

- Section
- Partitioned
- Compound Card

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/input-view.render.layout.section.content.hbox
https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/input-view.render.layout.section.content.hbox.content.vbox


Hbox and Vbox Variations 



Partitioned

A partitioned  component is used to create a separation and divider between children. It’s recommended to use it for 
looping through recurrent child components, otherwise it is recommended to use the divider for non-recurring 
information. The first and last lines do not show a line. 

Children 

- Single Line
- Paragraph
- Title Area
- Cell Area
- Hbox/Vbox

Stroke : 1px 
Color : #FAFAFA 
Opacity : 12%

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.partitioned


Spacer

A spacer makes 24 px space between components vertically. Our default space between components is 12 px. Use the 
spacer when you want to double the space. It’s an invisible function, so we do not provide it in Sketch file.

Children Moments 

- none - Result Moment (Single and Multiple)
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- none

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.spacer


Single-line Spacer

In a single-line  component, you can specify a spacer that leaves a 12px space between text and image horizontally.  
Designers should manually adjust space accordingly.

Children Moments 

- None - Reference Single-line

Parents 

- Single-line

12

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.single-line.spacer


Section

A section  is the highest level component. As such, it has no parent. It is used to organize and group your information in 
the detail moments. Its height flexes based on nested children - there is no limit for number of children. It has no 
customizable properties. Section title is optional and the title text style can’t change. 

Children Moments 

- Single Line
- Paragraph
- Divider
- Title Area
- Cell Area
- Cell Card
- Input Cells 
- Image Card
- Map Card
- Thumbnail Card
- Title Card

- Result Moment (single)
- Confirmation Moment

Parents 

- None

- Compound Card
- Hbox/Vbox
- Images
- Image List
- Carousel
-

*Selection title text style : Label L Soft

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section


Punch-out



Punch-out, Method 1

In case you require a link for resource information, use an attribution-link  component. 
The attribution-link  should be placed at the very end of the contents in Bixby Views. 

Children Moments 

- none - Result Moment (Multiple)

Parents 

- Section

attribution-link

Recommendation Option

*Logotype image max high: 18px. 
*ONLY available white logotype image (.svg, .png, .gif)

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/reference/type/layout.content.section.content.attribution-link


Punch-out, Method 2

Once you add the external link, the Bixby card components will display a “punch-out” icon in the 
bottom right corner to help the user understand that clicking this card exits Bixby.

external-link

Recommendation Option



Screen Size, Spacing
Our space size is measured by our standard screen size of our devices. 

mobile watch



Single-line

4px spacing between slots
4px spacing between v-box

Title Area



Between components

12px padding top and bottom

Partitioned

Divider



Section Single-line

12px spacing



End

Get Sketch file template and component library @
https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/dev-guide/design-guides/resources

https://bixbydevelopers.com/dev/docs/dev-guide/design-guides/resources

